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Entrepreneurial Scotland (ES) Role Specification –  

Programme Executive (Full-time Maternity Cover until April 2022)  

Purpose: The post holder will be a key resource within the Saltire Scholar team to increase the 

effectiveness of our programme by contributing to multiple operational processes including 

recruitment, logistics, finance and administration.  

Entrepreneurial Scotland Mission  

Entrepreneurial Scotland has the vision to build the most entrepreneurial society in the world. We 

do this through inspiring, developing and connecting a diverse community of people with an 

entrepreneurial mind-set in Scotland and internationally, who will collaborate to deliver 

transformational culture change.  

Entrepreneurial Scotland has three distinct functions:  

1. Running world-class Saltire Programmes  

2. Offering engaging networks tiered at different career levels  

3. Collaborating with partners across the entrepreneurial landscape in Scotland  

 

Organisation Culture and Values Invested, Curious and Responsive.  

We care. We ask questions and seek to understand those we engage with. We listen and we 

respond.  

We Unlock Potential.  

We spot potential and we invest in it. We are not constrained by stereotypes and we embrace 

diversity of thought and experience. We encourage others to do the same.  

We Connect the Dots.  

We consider what more we can do to help ideas to become reality. We look for opportunities, are 

imaginative and are not constrained by borders or the norm. We bring a broader view and embrace 

the opportunities a global perspective.  

Actions Speak Louder.  

We deliver on our commitments. We do not compromise on quality and will go the extra mile to turn 

good into great. We are focused and clear on where we add most value. We are open, pragmatic 

and always mindful of our vision and priorities.  

 

Role Details 

Title:   Saltire Scholar Programme Executive 

Contract Type:  Fixed Term, Maternity cover 

Department:  Saltire Scholars 

Role reports to:  Saltire Scholar Programme Manager 
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Role Purpose – Overview 

We are seeking a proactive, organised and highly motivated individual to form a core part of our 

Saltire Scholar Programme Team. The individual will share responsibility for all programme 

operations including recruitment, logistics, customer service and finance. We are a small team who 

are passionate and work hard to deliver for the team and our customers. We’re looking for someone 

who would share this ethos and help contribute to our continued success. 

The role will be a fixed-term, Maternity Leave, Contract with the opportunity to transition to a 

permanent role at the end of that 12 months for the right candidate. 

 

Accountabilities and Responsibilities 

1. Operations 

Recruitment and Admissions 

A. Attend student recruitment sessions (careers fairs, information sessions, other events) as required 

and planned amongst wider Scholar team. 

B. Create and implement the content for student recruitment sessions. Be creative in planning our 

approach in achieving our objectives by engaging with students on campus. 

C. Work closely with the Programme Manager and fellow Programme Executives regarding student 

recruitment progress and be an active contributor in creating benchmark and predicted growth 

targets. 

D. Take a lead role in coordinating application grading events which should inform all selected 

markers about our process and guidance for that specific year. 

Logistics 

A. Contribute to the booking of student accommodation, flights and Visa Applications as required. 

B. Make sure all logistical information is communicated to our Scholars in a concise and timely 

manner to avoid confusion and that Scholars feel supported in their logistical tasks including visa 

application, flight booking, car hire rental etc. 

Value-Add Activity 

A. Take ownership of onboarding a number of Scholars including holding an onboarding phone call 

with interns and communicating all follow-up information. 

B. Take responsibility for data collection post-programme from Scholars to measure impact and 

programme performance against objectives. Liaise with marketing team to project the information 

gathered. 
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2. Systems and Technology 

Recruitment 

A. Have a comprehensive understanding with regards to our recruitment platform. Feel confident 

using this platform to pull reports, data etc. to understand our recruitment status throughout the 

timed period.  Training will be provided. 

Data Management 

A. We use Salesforce as our CRM system to ensure data is stored effectively and safely – be an 

ambassador for the good use of this method. 

B. Understand and advocate for the importance of data integrity with the practical knowledge of 

how this may impact our operations. 

 

3. Marketing, Communications and Relationships 

Marketing 

Act as a positive ambassador for the Scholar Programme through university campus activities in 

efforts to promote our programme to students. 

Communications 

A. Take the lead in managing the relationships with named external stakeholders.  

B. The Scholar programme is information heavy – we need to convey many details about 

recruitment, admissions, procedure and compliance. Therefore, communication will form a large 

part of the Scholar Executive’s role. From writing updates to key stakeholders to reviewing our 

recruitment materials annually, we must always consider tone, understanding and conciseness for 

each group we communicate with. 

C. Have experience of writing engaging content tailored to our target audience for use in both 

traditional and social media communications. 

Events 

A. Work with the Events Manager and other Programme Executives to develop the materials 

required for annual events, including student speed interviews, Scholar welcome sessions, 

Leadership Day and Return Reception. 

B. Attend events on behalf of the programme, as required. 

 

4. Budget Considerations and Governance 

A. Have a grasp of our budgeting software (Xero) 

B. Management of budget (as allocated) 

C. Ability to write operational reports/papers, including relevant data, for Board and Trustee 

meetings. 
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5. Programme Improvements 

A.  Actively contributing to Programme improvements; how we differentiate our programme from 

competitors and drawing the best out of our resources to achieve this. We strive to make 

improvements to our programme every year and the ideal candidate will have experience in spotting 

opportunities and pursuing them. 

B.  Review existing evaluation methods to identify areas for improvement. 

C. Teamwork: For operational purposes you will be part of the Saltire Scholar Programme Team. 

From time to time you may be asked to help with other ES Team activity according to organisation 

goals and timescales. 

 

6. Talent 

As an organisation we want to ensure our staff are given all opportunities to develop and receive the 

best prospects to progress within the company. This is largely a self-led process and therefore the 

right individual for the role will know their strengths and opportunities to develop and look for the 

occasions where these can be best used. 

The above list is not exhaustive and, when appropriate, the individual will be required to carry out 

any other duties in relation to the business.  

 

Job Essentials 

1. Minimum 2-3 years’ experience in a customer-facing role, preferably with a background in 

recruitment, careers development or project management.  

2. Strong project management, communication and organisation skills 

3. Resilience in working under pressure and liaising with external parties 

4. Excellent skills in document production in MS Office (word, excel, power point) 

5. A strong team player 

Desirable Experience 

1. Experience in utilisation of Salesforce CRM system 

2. Experience working with internship/graduate programme management 

 

Skills 

1. A driven, self-starter who has first rate organisational skills 

2. Professional and intelligent approach to work and used to prioritising own workload 

3. Strong interpersonal skills to engage with multiple stakeholder groups 

4. Superior written skills to be able to communicate with different groups of individuals 
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5. Ability to work under pressure to meet deadlines and targets 

6. A problem solver who enjoys tackling challenging situations head on 

7. Open and collaborative approaches to working 

8. Great all-rounder and an expert multitasker with a can-do attitude 

 

Key Details 

Job Type:  Full-time, fixed term Maternity Cover (until April 2022) 

Location:  Glasgow, City Centre 

Status:   Office based (team currently working remotely from home, until further notice) 

Salary:   £23,000 - £26,000 p.a. pro rata, dependent on experience 

Benefits:  Generous leave allowance and flexible working. Access to our network for personal 

development and attendance at events, and opportunities for progression within 

the organisation. 

To Apply:  Please send CV and a one-page cover letter detailing the reasons for your interest to 

recruitment@entrepreneurialscotland.com.  

mailto:recruitment@entrepreneurialscotland.com

